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This is my very last issue of DEconstruction.  So, in an obligatory sentimental letter from

the editor, I would like to thank some people who have helped make this experience

amazing.

Along the way, multiple professors have guided my writing and designing skills, teaching

me to explore beyond the classroom.  The English Department funded and supported this

magazine prior to it becoming an RSO; for that start and their continued investment in our

succes, thank you.  Without these people, it would have been like writing in the dark.

Of course, our many contributors who offer talent, hours, and creative work to the project.

Clearly, their work forms the heart of our publication as well as the inspiration to continue

working on it.  

Most importantly, thank you to my staff for dedicating themselves to an unpaid and

unregulated endeavor.  Their hard work, witty writing, last-minute pitching in, consistent

creativity, and loyalty have helped this magazine grow better with each issue.  I have been

lucky to lead a team who sees the value in an open forum for communication.  I leave this

magazine in good hands, hands that will use creativity and smarts to better the publica-

tion.

My best wishes and encouragement go out to the students who will run and contribute to

future issues of DEconstruction. Enjoy!

Love & Luck,

Kimberly Jo Coles

from the editor
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Before I start, I want to express that my thoughts,
prayers, and condolences are with the victims and
families of the Virginia Tech shooting. This incident
was disgusting and tragic, and although I am going
to talk about how we reacted to the incident at
Delaware, I don't mean to suggest in any way that
we can truly understand what those students and
families are going through in Virginia.

When I heard about the Virginia Tech shooting,
I didn't really know how to react. Anger?
Horror? Fear? Sadness? All of these seemed
appropriate. I think most of campus, or the peo-
ple that I've talked to
anyway, reacted with
some combination of
these steps:

1. Check Facebook
and hope for a sta-
tus update from
any and all friends
at Virginia Tech.
Possibly write on
the friend's wall.
People 
actually from
Virginia probably
got on the phone.

2. Step back and
seriously think
about what things
would be like if,
God forbid, something like that were to hap-
pen here.

3. Conclude that police reaction here would
be worse and more fatalities would occur.

4. Make a joke about Newark Police and/or
UDPD.

I don't want to get too "psych major" here, but
in times of extreme psychological trauma, it is
really easy to use humor as a defense mecha-
nism. I don't want to speak for the whole UD

student population, but I don't think I am the
only person who reacted this way. It's easier to
make fun of our police's inadequacies than it is
to cope with what happened. It just is.

I wanted to write this article about how the
police were not around to stop the criminal who
held up students at gunpoint in the University
Courtyards parking lot a few weeks ago, yet
they were effectively able to catch my roommate
(who is 21 by the way) walking across that same
parking lot with an open container of beer a few
weeks earlier. 

I wanted to
talk about
how alcohol
is too much
of a point of
emphasis for
the police
here when
they should
be focusing
on the gun-
men and
rapists, the
real crimi-
nals of this
town. 

I wanted to
imply that
stuff like

what happened at Virginia Tech can be avoided
if the police work hard enough and more effi-
ciently.

But I can't write all that. It's not fair to the
police, and it's not fair to the victims at Virginia
Tech. The truth of the matter is that no matter
how hard the police work, bad things are still
going to happen.

We as a student population evaluate the police
force here based on results - something we
haven't found the police to be producing. What

~ george saad

Reacting the the 

Virgina Tech Tragedy
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I want to suggest is that we begin to evaluate
the police based on their effort.  The police force
is in a position too important to be infected with
laziness and apathy, and if that's their crime
than we should nail them to the wall. They'd
deserve it.

But that's not their crime. Their only crime is
that there are too many bad people out there for
the police to stop. It's too easy for a person to
get a gun. And if we made it harder for people
to get guns, it would be too hard for good peo-
ple to defend themselves from bad people who
steal guns or use other weapons.

We live in a world that relies on people being
trusted to be decent human beings, being trust-
ed to respect the lives of those around them.
Some people don't deserve that trust, and that's
the reason tragedies like what happened at
Virginia Tech happen. That's why Columbine
happened. And 9/11. And what happened at
Town Court two years ago. 

Bad things happen. There's no rhyme or reason
to it. There's certainly no justification for it.

And no matter how much we want to put in on
the police, there's no real way to stop it entirely.
This is the world we live in. Bad things just
happen.

Instead of worrying about the police doing their
job, we should worry about doing ours. And our
job is simple. Go to class. Go to work. Go to
parties. Go to the club chess team meeting. Go
do whatever it is you do that people like Cho
are trying to scare you out of doing. We'll never
be able to guarantee our safety, but by doing
our jobs, we can guarantee that Cho never wins.

My friend Micah said that the UD equivalent of
what happened at V-Tech would be a gunman
opening fire in Russell dorms and then going to
Smith hall and continuing. The consensus
among my friends was that if such a scenario
occurred, far more than 33 students would die.
The police here just wouldn't be ready.

Are they right? I don't know. All we can do it
hope and pray that we never find out. 

There’s no rhyme or reason to it.  

There’s certainly no justification for it.{} {}
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"There are no significant bugs in our released
software that any significant number of users

want fixed"
-Bill Gates

At the stroke of a key, the world as we knew it
began to change.  First came Microsoft in 1975,
followed by Apple's Macintosh in 1984.  The
evolution had begun.  Click by click, we began
to submit parts of our lives to the Internet.
Conceived for government technology, and long
the cozy province of computer nerds, the
Internet rapidly spread to anyone with a PC and
a phone line.

The initial forays seemed innocent enough, even
welcomed, as personal functions such as bank
accounts, criminal histories, and transcripts
became quickly accessible, just a few easy clicks
away. 

Myspace, Facebook, Blogger, Xanga.  We know
these names like gods.  We can post our pic-
tures, our thoughts, our hobbies, and our inter-
ests-anything extracted from our lives.  And
with our eyes fixed to the screen, we type away,
with little thought.  The anonymity afforded by
a computer screen and keyboard offers ever
more opportunities to retreat from face-to-face
society, darting across the Web, editing ones
own personality and character at will.  

Yahoo! Google.  MSN.  These are our engines to
the information highway: our software gods
that answer our prayers 6,500,000 times.  We
have replaced our religions with web-browsers.
Addictive networking systems, blogs, online
communities and other Internet outlets condi-
tion our attitudes and behavior much as other
media technologies do, but here we can actually
contribute to the technology.  Our ill-informed
opinions, passions, fantasies, insults and mis-

What the dot com culture
forgot to ask ~ james adams smith

DEconstruct ion
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spellings can be instantly broadcast to the
world, without the interference of sound judg-
ment, judicious editing or self-respect.

We deceive ourselves about the surrender of our
integrity while embracing a shallow conception
of individuality.  We use backgrounds, multi-
colored fonts, profile songs to stand out, craving
a false sense of individuality.  Our impulses
toward freedom and privacy are surrendered to
the allure of Internet efficiency.  Typing reports
is easier and information is a click away on
Wikipedia.  A completely digital business can
be set up on the game Second Life, but piece-by-
piece your individuality is becoming a collage
of mega-pixels.

We deny the truth that our lives are becoming
replaced by computer games as we design
online representations of ourselves.  To save
time and to feel important we abandon our pri-
vacy and freedom and in order to create online
lifestyles, searching for answers to the most
basic of questions, "Who are we?" and "How can
we succeed?"   We hide behind our profiles, in
the hope that the truth won't show.  And yet
those who are one click ahead of the rest of us
know the truth - we are a commodity just as
much as any other object for sale.

Click. Click. Click.  Big Brother is reading all
about you. Your future and the course of history
are being dumped and text messaged into global
information reservoirs.  

Do we recognize what we are sacrificing-our
precious individuality and privacy?  Sadly, the
uproar over identity theft focuses primarily on
the criminal use of personal financial informa-
tion while ignoring how quickly and willingly
we dump our most personal information into
worldwide databases. Shame has been lost as
intimate values and practices fly off fingertips
into repositories that someday will provide
gateways back home. And Big Brother waits.

This is the Computer Age-our modern day
Renaissance-where everyone must feel like a
celebrity.  Everyone must feel they have con-
tributed something special.  But careless use
and dependence on the Internet has the poten-
tial to destroy human freedom.   It is the Age of
Global Knowledge with serious peril for indi-
viduals and countries as military, criminal and
social manipulators devise means to harness
data banks for control of the world. 

Beneath our fingertips, we overlooked some-
thing.  Deep within the motherboards, we
buried a part of ourselves that we couldn't
understand and which we can't retrieve.  And
that critical oversight has turned into a social
time bomb.  Silently lurking behind the wires
and hard drives, something is coming that mod-
ern man isn't prepared for…

While the time bomb ticks, we become more and
more a part of something dangerous.  We give
in.  We build on.  What our forefathers fought
for is now clicked away with little thought of
the things we could lose...freedom, independ-
ence, and control of our individuality.

We check our airports for box-cutters.  We
check our letters for anthrax.  But we forget the
dangers our fingertips can unleash.  In a matter
of time, the greatest war mankind has ever
known will take place.  The global control of
minds, souls and personal freedom will be
fought by computers and software. The finger-
tips manning Internet battle stations will be able
to destroy armed forces without bloodshed...and
then they'll know exactly where to find each of
us. 

Computers control our lives. And we control
what computers know.  Who are we? 

Click.  Click.  Click. Tell the world some more
about yourself.
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If you have recently noticed students as well as
faculty screaming obscenities at their comput-
ers, throwing their hands up in the air in sur-
render, or in rare cases actually hurling their
laptops across the room, you must be witness-
ing the use of our "simple and user-friendly"
new system, UDSIS! 

Last fall, the University of Delaware began to
slowly introduce components of UDSIS, our
new online student information system. It is
taking the place of the 15 year-old SIS+ and
UD&Me. A division of PeopleSoft, UDSIS is a
web-based system that, according to Ellen
Lepine, leader of
the UDSIS
Communication
and Training
Team, is a "user-
friendly," "easy to
understand, and
helpful way for
students to find
all of their UD
information in a place that is easy to locate."
The system is newer, more technologically
advanced, and has more features than SIS+. 

Theoretically this all sounds just grand, but
there is a tiny little problem with this big
change…no one (including the faculty) knows
how to use PeopleSoft!  The result is a system
that is literally taking years to be fully imple-
mented;  leaving students without easy access
to vital financial, academic, housing, and regis-
tration information.  Said senior Stacey, "I
don't feel UD researched PeopleSoft enough
before having them create a program for us; it's
different than what we need." 

This unfortunate truth was made blindingly
obvious around registration time last fall.
Starting this year, paper copies of the course
bulletin were no longer printed; instead stu-
dents had to spend hours on an unfamiliar sys-
tem searching for classes.  As if that wasn't dif-
ficult enough, students had to wake up for
their registration appointments at the crack of
dawn, sometimes missing class to do so, only
to receive the message: "UDSIS is currently
unavailable. We are working to restore service
as soon as possible."  

"Trying to register is so slow," said freshman
Ann. "The
system
should be
able to han-
dle [as many
people as it
scheduled to
register] at
the same
time."

Calling in to the registrar's office was hardly
more helpful; as students were told: "currently,
there is some design flaw with the new system
and we haven't worked it out yet,"  "we've
been having trouble with it all week," or "we're
trying to work around the system."  It is
extremely frustrating (especially paying over
20 grand a year out-of-state) when your school
implements a faulty system that could poten-
tially prevent you from getting the classes you
want and need to graduate.  

Though the ideas behind the new registration
method are innovative, (junior Marissa says, "I
find it pretty nice to be able to know my sched-
ule upon registration rather than having to

UDSIS : a n  i m p r o v e m    e n t  o r  a  M I S T A K E
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UDSIS : a n  i m p r o v e m    e n t  o r  a  M I S T A K E
~ colleen stewart

wait around,") the system does not take in to
account schedule exceptions such as lab/lec-
tures, class exemptions, and special permis-
sion. 

Junior English major Kelly complained, "To get
my English classes, I had to ask permission
because it said I hadn't taken E110, but I had
tested out of it." 

I sympathize with Kelly, because I, as well, had
to take the chance of needed classes filling up
while I physically had to walk down to
Memorial Hall at 8am and wait in the huge line
of English majors with the same issue to talk to
the one faculty member that could sign me up
for all of my English classes.  

Marissa had a similar problem. "When I was
registering for physics over winter, I ended up
with a discussion and lab at the same time."
Marissa was able to fix her schedule with pink
slips and meetings with professors, but in her
opinion, "that's still pretty silly that [the sys-
tem] would allow something like that to hap-
pen." At least SIS+ would not have allowed a
student to mistakenly sign up for two classes
during the same time.

Registration isn't the only problem for UDSIS
users.  We, as students, were told in August,
2006 by Lepine, "During a transition period
lasting until mid- September, students may
notice UDSIS has a few links to the old system
(SIS+)… Once free drop/add is over on
September 12, students will be using UDSIS
exclusively. 

Um… I believe it's a little past that date, and as
I now click on "Degree Process" or "View
Unofficial Transcript" I am still, more than 7

months after the projected completion date,
being directed to SIS+; which by the way dis-
plays information that has not been updated
since late Fall.  Instead of being able to view
crucial academic information, I am told that
"the university is in the process of transition-
ing to a new student record system" and that
"these records, in the very near future, will be
merged with your UDSIS records."
Riiiiiiiiiiight. 

Member of the Facebook group, "UDSIS: the
new AIDS," sophomore Rich posted: "The
bigg[est] problem was that [after] UD&Me was
taken down…we were left with nothing except
SIS+. Why take down UD&Me if you have
nothing to replace it with? And why is UDSIS
unfinished after a 3 month delay in its
release?" 

I don't have an answer for Rich, other than to
wait and hope that the system eventually will
be beneficial to UD students. But I do know
that if UDSIS isn't fully functional soon, I'm
going to need a new laptop.
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A lot people have myspace.  I understand the
appeal of an online music community - that
makes complete sense.  However, I've never
understood the appeal of the generic myspace-
online journal community.  What happened to
the need for private reflection in the underap-

preciated, old school paper journal?  

As a result of all of this recent publicizing of
"personal" thought, I've seen a likewise increase
in the amount of mundane pseudo creative
expression.  Translation:  there are a lot of peo-
ple with emo pictures and, if you're especially
talented, emo poetry.  The picture is easy: find a
mirror.  Take a picture of yourself looking at

yourself in said mirror.  Look pensive.  Or
angry…maybe just really hungry.  The emotion
suffocates you, but not enough to prevent you
from hitting that angle that makes you look so
hot.  I think they used this technique in Broken
Flowers with Bill Murray minus the hotness.

Watch the movie for inspiration for your emo
photo.  See how the camera is looking at the
review mirror in Murray's car so you can see
him looking pensive and then at a Mapquest
map directing him to his next bizarre ex?  Does
this make you all excited and tingly at the
amount of depth in this scene?  Then the emo
photo is for you.

Guide to....
~ kathleen hebblewaite

Writing Emo Poetry
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Poetry, however, is more difficult.  Images are
much easier to capture than the essence of your
boiling rage, or festering depression, with
words.  Words are tricky.  I understand that.  I
also understand that there are many of you out
there, just dying to know how to articulate all of
that suffering into a few lines of bleeding poet-
ry.  Well, this is why I'm here.  I am your guide
to this horrible new cultural development
known as emo poetry.

Don't worry about the title until after your
poem.  It will come as an afterthought to the
expression of your "soul."

The key to writing is to have something to write
about.  You need a topic, a focal point for your
creative angst/energy.  Look out of the window,
preferably by peeking out of the side of your
window shade.  Is it sunny and nice? Blast!  

Search for something that would inspire you to
bemoan human existence.  It's easier to general-
ize issues, especially when you secretly don't
have any personal ones.  Look at the people.
Oh people…what are they like?  They're small -
like ants!  Compare people to ants and how
they're rushing around ignoring the emptiness
of their quick, futile lives.  Ignore that this con-
cept comes from a Dave Matthews song entitled
"ants."  That is the key to being pseudo creative.

If you're ambitious, look for an object of inspira-
tion that is less obvious than people. An excel-
lent example is a plastic bag.  Remember
American Beauty?  How the bag was so complex
in its simplicity?  How it just floated around, so
poetically, in the breeze?  The perfect inspira-
tion is right under your nose.

Now that you have a topic you are able to begin
writing your poem.  Begin your poem with a
statement of your feeling using one word.  Make
it a word that's longer that it has to be and
doesn't really represent what you're feeling.
Are you feeling sad?  Try "destitution."  Now
rhyme it with something.  Try "retribution."
Rhyming is always more fun, however, if you
want to make it seem more like beat poetry and
want to go free verse, by all means don't rhyme
at all - it's easier.

Now that the reader knows vaguely what you

might be talking about maybe, say something
revealing about your innermost inner self.
Usually a reflection on the state of your soul or
being is necessary because it's the wordy cousin
of the emo photo.  In other words, emo poetry is
usually very self-involved while attempting to
be broadly deep and introspective.  A compari-
son of your soul to something like a butterfly's
tattered wing or something equally pathetic
works fine.  Also, make use of a lot of clichés.
Some examples that I've seen include "so close,
but no cigar," and "free me from this prison that
they call love."  If you're feeling especially emo,
string those two bad boys together. - a one-two
punch of inner despair.  

A true emo poet must look to other poets for
inspiration as well.  Edgar Allan Poe is a perfect
poet to use as a basis for your dark inner self
expression.  Here's an example to get you start-
ed:

Notice the use of the concepts of loneliness,
darkness, and bemoaning life in general?  These
are all ideas you can use in your poem.
Loneliness especially.  Once posted, see how
many of your 372 friends respond to your
expression of inner torment.  Just 2?  Oh well.

A Dream (by Edgar Allen Poe)

In visions of the dark night

I have dreamed of joy departed-

But a waking dream of life and light

Hath left me broken-hearted.

Ah! What is not a dream by day

To him whose eyes are cast

On things around him with a ray

Turned back upon the past?

That holy dream - that holy dream.

While all the world were chiding.

Hath cheered me as a lovely beam

A lonely spirit guiding.

What thou that light, thro' storm and night.

So trembled from afar - 

What could there be more purely bright

In Truth's day-star?

Writing Emo Poetry
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If I could sum up this year's
playoff matchups with one
word, it would be redemp-
tion.  Nearly all of the match-
ups have an underlying, com-
pelling story that makes this
year's post season extremely
appealing.  Last year's
matchups that will be
replayed in this year's first
round are: Miami Heat vs.
Chicago Bulls, Phoenix Suns
vs. L.A. Lakers, and
Cleveland Cavaliers vs.
Washington Wizards.  There
is the ongoing feud between
Dallas Mavericks owner, Mark
Cuban, and former Dallas,
current Golden State Warriors
Head Coach, Don Nelson that
should make the
Warriors/Mavericks series
very interesting. 

Now that all the drama is
behind us (for the time being)
here's a preview of all the
first round matchups, some
predictions down the road,
and a crowned champion.  

(1) Detroit Pistons vs. (8) Orlando Magic  

Over the past 4 years, the most consistent team in
the eastern conference, hands down, has been the
Detroit Pistons.  They've made 2 appearances in the
finals and won it all once. This season they enter
battle without their heart and soul (not to mention
4 time Defensive Player of the Year) Ben Wallace.
The Orlando Magic possess a future superstar in
big man in Dwight Howard and he should get his
points and rebounds, but don't expect the 21 year
old to put the Magic on his back this early in his
career.  Detroit's Chauncey Billups always comes
up big in the post-season; don't expect him to stop
this year.  

Prediction-Detroit Pistons in 5

(2) Cleveland Cavaliers vs. (7) Washington Wizards

Due to the heart breaking, season ending injuries
by all-stars Caron Butler and Gilbert Arenas, this

series isn't fair.  The Wizards season ended last
year with Arenas letting Lebron James get into his
head with time running out on the free throw line.
It would have been great to see these two go at it a
year later, but instead we'll have to settle for King
James single-handedly destroying the Wiz in the
only first round sweep.  Absolutely nobody can
guard Lebron even though his supporting cast is
utterly incompetent. 

Prediction-Cleveland Cavaliers in 4

(3) Toronto Raptors vs. (6) New Jersey Nets

This is without a doubt, the toughest series to call
in the entire league. Hiding in Canada for the
entire season, the Raptors are one of the lesser
known teams in the post-season.  Led by MVP can-
didate Chris Bosh and the lightning quick T.J. Ford,
the Raptors are clearly the surprise team this sea-
son. 

What makes this series so compelling is Vince
Carter.  Now a member of the Nets, Carter started
his career in Toronto, but left in search of a heftier
contract.  Time has yet to heal the wound that
Carter gave this franchise when he left them high
and dry. 

Prediction- New Jersey Nets in 6

(4) Miami Heat vs. (5) Chicago Bulls

Dwyane Wade is one of my favorite players.  His
performance in last year's NBA finals was nothing
short of jaw dropping and the best we've seen since
Michael Jordan.  With that being said, he's going up
against a Chicago Bulls team that was one game
away from being a 2 seed, and always seems to
give Wade trouble.  This season, he's averaging just
12 points a game when playing in Chicago (the
Bulls have home court advantage in this series even
though they're a lower seed because they had a bet-
ter regular season record) which is his lowest com-
pared to every other team.  In last season's playoff
showdown, the Bulls took the eventual champions
to 6 games in a testy series.

This year the Bulls are better, wiser, and they have
a key addition to their roster in Ben Wallace. The
biggest reason why I don't like the Heat to repeat
last year’s performance goes back to Dwyane Wade
and his physical condition.  He missed nearly half
the season with a severely separated shoulder and
has had trouble in the past facing the physical

Eastern Conference:

NBA Playof f  Preview ~ mike pina
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defense that the Bulls will throw at him.  

Prediction- Chicago Bulls in 6

(1) Dallas Mavericks vs. (8) Golden State Warriors

I know that Dallas hasn't beaten Golden State all
season, and that Don Nelson was practically run
out of Dallas by Mark Cuban, which some speculate
puts a motivational edge favoring the Warriors.  I
also know that the Dallas Mavericks are the 1 seed.
For everyone who is saying Golden State has a
chance, let me tell you that the regular season and
the playoffs are two COMPLETELY separate things.
The Warriors might take 2 from Dallas, but in a 7
game series they don't stand a chance.

Prediction- Dallas Mavericks in 6

(2) Phoenix Suns vs. (7) L.A. Lakers

Last year's series gave birth to the Kobe Bryant vs.
Raja Bell rivalry and had Phoenix coming back
from a 3-1 deficit to win in 7.  Expect the same
result this year, but in much shorter fashion.
Phoenix didn't have Amare Stoudemire last season
which means they were missing out on at least 20
and 10 every night. With the West being as tough
as it is, the Suns know they can't afford to go 7
games in the first round and should send Phil
Jackson and co. packing.

Prediction- Phoenix Suns in 5

(3) San Antonio Spurs vs. (6) Denver Nuggets

The Denver Nuggets are one of the hottest teams
headed into the playoffs, going 9-1 in their last 10
games.  Carmelo Anthony and Allen Iverson are
finally playing some defense and gelling offensive-
ly; it doesn't look like they can be stopped.  After
saying all of that, Denver's got the short end of the
stick getting matched up with the San Antonio
Spurs (Basketball's version of the New England
Patriots).  The Spurs have so much experience and
unless Marcus Camby and Nene can cohesively and
completely stop Tim Duncan's production, the
Spurs will win this with ease.

Prediction- San Antonio Spurs in 6

(4) Utah Jazz vs. (5) Houston Rockets

This is officially the "Rodney Dangerfield Series"
because both of these teams aren't getting any
respect.  I don't buy the theory that the Jazz can
take Yao Ming out of the game with Mehmet Okur
hovering around the three point line.  Yao is the
best big man in the game right now and with the
help of MVP candidate Tracy McGrady, the Rockets
are a very dangerous team.  

They also have Shane Battier who is a fabulous
defensive player,; if needed he can guard a range of
players from Deron Williams to Carlos Boozer and
make them ineffective.  If Houston's able to squeak
by the Jazz, the Dallas Mavericks will have their
hands full in the second round.

Prediction- Houston Rockets in 6 

Detroit Pistons vs. Cleveland Cavaliers

Detroit has been rolling through the playoffs, but so has
Cleveland.  Lebron James may not be the best scorer, but
he's arguably the best all around player on the planet.

Cavs in 7

San Antonio Spurs vs. Utah Jazz

Tim Duncan is simply too much for the red hot Carlos
Boozer and the Spurs are simply a better team.

Spurs in 5

Spurs vs. Cavaliers

Lebron could make this series interesting, but when its
all said and done, unless Drew Gooden is able to slow
down Tim Duncan (there's a better chance he'll mentally
bend a spoon) then the Spurs should capture their 4th
ring in eight seasons.

Western Conference:

Eastern Conference Finals:

Western Conference Finals:

NBA Championship
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There are some very simple
lessons that I have learned
throughout my time at col-
lege.  I don’t want to come off
sounding maudlin and old,
but now that my years as an
undergrad are almost over,
it’s time for me to impart my
perspective on the younger
students wandering these hal-
lowed halls.

1. Freshman Year-
Although this year may be
considered fondly and with
love, trust me it is not the best
year of your college career.
You will soon welcome the
freedom of walking in groups
of 3 or 4, as compared to the
massive herd of slow drama-
filled Dickie freshman.  It’s
nice not to be instantly cate-
gorized by year, and not to
feel as if you are an animal on
display for a safari (a.k.a. any-
one who has attempted more
than 2 semesters in college).

2. Academics- It’s hard to work up a thrill over
classes, but I try to find at least one class I LOVE
every semester.  It makes the 16 weeks go a little
faster, and it’s easier to keep your mind focused
and sharp.  It can also help you cut down on
your skip days when the weather is warm and
laying out seems like a far more educational
option (correct sunscreen application is a tricky
process and is hard to learn).  After all, you are
here to learn.  It would be far cheaper to live in a
small little room and eat crappy food without the
added expense of out-of-state tuition. So get the
most for your money and make the most of the
education you’re offered here.

3. Friends- I know it seems sacrilegious to say
it, but your friends from your freshman year

floor are probably not going to be the most
important people you meet in your undergrad
life.  My best friend I met sophomore year, and
didn’t even become close to until my junior year.
However, if I walk away from college with only
one bridesmaid, it’ll be Holly.  You’ll meet your
friends in the most unexpected of ways, and who
can tell what will bind you together, but be sure
to walk off of this campus May of your senior
year with someone you would trust wholeheart-
edly with your life.  Life lesson: Be open to meet-
ing new people and making new friends, you’ll
never know what you’re missing if you assume
the best part of your life is already here.

4. That Bar- Yes, you will have one of these,
too.  In my senior banquet speech last night, I
praised the Balloon for the strength, comfort,
succor, and love it has given me.  Although the
younger generation will miss out on the beauty
of the Balloon and magical nights spent in a hot,
sweaty, over-filled stone building with frizzy,
matted hair, cheap drinks, and every person
you’ve ever made out with at college (not to
mention all your roommates hook-ups), each
generation has that special place.  Maybe next
years seniors will have formed a loyal following
to Shaggy’s, East End, Kate’s, Homegrown, Deer
Park, Iron Hill, but no matter where it is, you
will cherish those memories.  Seriously!
(Although not everyone is neurotic enough to
write a Spanish paper devoted to La Structura
del Edificio Llama el Stone Balloon.)

5. The Future is Scary as Shit! It’s difficult to
be thrust into a world you truly never thought
you’d have to enter.  But don’t worry, it’s excit-
ing too.

Good luck with your remaining years at UD!
Make the most of it, learn, have fun! Thanks to
UD, Memorial Hall (my home for the past 4
years), all the bars on Main Street, and most of
all thanks to my friends who have a starring role
in my favorite college memories. 

A Senior ’s  Take on Col lege ~ jenna swiren
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I don't want to write this because this is it.  This
will be a farewell bid to the University of
Delaware that so many from the Class of 2007 are
dreading.  In the past four years, this is what I've
learned about the things that only happen in
Delaware.

Only in Delaware will the squirrels race you to
class and wait in garbage cans just to pop out at
you with a half eaten apple in their mouth.  I'm
not really sure why they do this, but I think they
might be possessed or perhaps they have been
drinking the Delaware water.

I've learned that Delaware and nature cannot seem
to get along when it comes to rain.  I think all the
graduates of the Class of 2007 are hoping that
when they come back for homecoming 10 years
from now, the state will not be flooded.  It has,
however, always provided for a good time with
slip and slides and mud wrestling.

I've learned that  there's a street for it, there's a
festival for it: Wilburfest, Chapelfest, Skidfest.
Pick your pleasure, my friends.  

I've learned that some people don't know where
Laird Campus is, and they have never ridden the
school bus.  Also, those who live by Laird Campus
arrive at the bus stop fully prepared every morn-
ing to push and shove for a seat.  They know the
tricks of the trade and have realized that a quick
run works better than waiting in line.

I've learned that as a freshman, DP Dough is more
of a rite of passage than a late night craving.
Sometimes you get creative with a construction
zone, but whatever you choose, it's with pride.

I've learned that nobody likes it when the lights
go out right before the library closes, everyone has
managed to get lost at least once, and it's a pain
having to open your backpack to prove that you
haven't stolen anything.  I've learned that while
people may feel awkward about rubbing the nose
in the library for good luck, they'll do it anyway if
they haven't studied.   And I've learned to aban-
don the hope that one day they'll change the
posters in the stairwells. 

I've learned that every time someone asks us
about Delaware, we have to clarify that it is a
state, not a city.  Yes, we're the first state.  No, we
don't have tax.  No, I don't know what there is
beyond Newark. 

I've learned that everyone
from Jersey will remain
bitter about having to
pump their own gas
regardless of how long
they've resided in
Delaware.

I've learned that you
haven't taken a Thursday
night bus trip to Baltimore
or Philly unless one of the
following has happened:
someone peed, someone
puked, someone got a lit-
tle frisky on the bus,
someone got lost, or some-
one questioned the sobri-
ety of the driver.

I've learned that actually
making it to see the
Homecoming Football
game is an accomplish-
ment. 

I've learned that there are
some traditions that only
our graduating seniors
know. They know about
the Ground Floor and
when Girls Gone Wild
came to visit. They
remember being mad
when the Stone Balloon
closed (even though they never got a chance to
party there).  They remember the luau, Pencader,
the hurricane. They know that before they gradu-
ate they have to do a bar crawl, and they know
exactly which bars to go to attend.  They also
know they should make really clever T-shirts with
nicknames and inside jokes on them.  Most impor-
tantly, they know that it went by fast.  They know
that they want the time back when they were
freshman with their parents helping them unpack
their belongings into their new dorm.  Now,
they're hanging up their cap and gowns in their
closet so they don't wrinkle before the big day.

Congratulations to the Class of 2007.  You have
met people you loved and you have spent four
fabulous years becoming a part of the things that
only happen in Delaware.  I hope you never forget
your time here.

Reluctant  senior  musings ~ nicole eryan



You said it, not me.
(overheard quotes)

quibbles
bits&

Contact DEconstruction Magazine
at

derridevil@gmail.com

We would love to hear your praises.  Field your

complaints.  Note your suggestions.  Print your

written pieces.  Answer your questions.  Give

you attention.

But you have to contact us first.

atomfilms.com
Short films of all genres are on this site, ready for your

viewing.  This is the perfect offering for those with little

time to procrastinate or little attention spans with which

to procrastinate.  Either way, enjoy.

WEBSITES TO WASTE TIME ON!
(because we know you do it anyway)

threadless.com
alright, so this is a retail website.  but, it still provides

quality browsing when you look at all the indie and hip-

ster culture designs.  at very least, when someone

wears that original shirt, you can say you saw it online.

retrojunk.com
Since we all talk about Fraggle Rock and Transformers

anyway, check out what this website has.  It covers air

dates, forums, and summaries.  Just in case you

missed your youth.

random complaints and requests

1

3
2

4

flip flops are great.  flip flops are comfortable.  flip flops are extremely easy and often cheap. however, flip

flops with never, ever be appropriate for ‘business casual’ awards ceremonies.  stop dressing trashy people.

udsis is the most unwieldy, unnecessary, and unusable piece of work.  while i’m all for advancing tech-wise,

if sis+ wasn’t broken, why’d they fix it?

if you do not have a need to use the automatically opening doors, don’t be a lazy bum and use them.  they

are there for individuals who need them, not people who want to waste energy.

if you don’t want people to know about it, don’t post it on facebook or myspace or webshots or.....

in no particular order.

“We shall never speak of that hellish evening

henceforth.”

(make your own assumption)

“I think I had a stroke during that exam.”

“Then half of your facebook would be paralized.”

“I had flashbacks to high school and general

social idiocy.”

(don’t we all?)

buzzcomix.net
like comics?  try exploring the varied world of web

comics.  this site even orders them according to popu-

lar vote for you.  like a comic book store, but free and

free of comic book store lurkers.



I'm going to talk about porn.

Yes, porn. Pornography. Yes, I'm a girl com-
menting on pornography— surprise you?

Good.

The vast majority of porn is made by men, for a
male audience.  It shows too. Because of this,
there tends to be two general approaches to
porn:

Men: "...it's porn."

Ladies: "Ewww. Besides, isn't my boyfriend
supposed to be focused on me and not the TV?
Or those videos? And isn't it demeaning to
women, making them out to be objects?"

And then there's me. 

My response: "That must be silicone. And this
was definitely directed by a male; a pity too,
this would've been better if it had some plot to
it..."

Or, taking some lines from Kevin Smith's movie
Dogma:  "Take sex for example. There's nothing
funnier than the ridiculous faces you people
make mid-coitus."

Alan Rickman's voice aside, I'm the type that
wonders how quickly guys would stop watching
porn if their girlfriends sat with them and
offered running commentary about what they
would like to see. Or if you decided to point
them to sites that offer porn, but are managed
by women - yes, such things do exist. 

If you're of a  more literary bent, there's always
the erotica section, the romance section, or
adultfanfiction.com. It seems to me that it's
more socially acceptable for women to have
porn, as long as said porn is in the tame medi-
um of the written word; so  (There's erotica fan
fiction for nearly every fandom there is, from
TV shows to cartoons to video games, written
by both men and women.) You could tell them
how to find out if  a piece was written by a

woman or not; you could function as Quality
Control. If they must look at porn, if they must
read it, then it must be to your standards. While
you're enjoying the eye candy, why not have
some plot? If these are supposed to be fantasies,
let us care about what's happening, somehow.

Porn comes in many forms, after all, and these
forms contain plot; Laurell K. Hamilton's a good
one, if you like the subgenre of paranormal
romance, though there's some dispute about
whether it's "paranormal romance" or just erotic
fiction that happens to involve vampires and
werewolves. For the woman of letters, there are
classics; the Song of Songs (also known as the
Song of Solomon), for example. For your Greco-
Roman sources, there's  Lysistrata. Shakespeare
was known for ribald and naughty things:  A
Midsummer Night's Dream involves fairies and
rolling around in the forests. For the less classi-
cally inclined, there's always soap operas,
prime-time TV, and romance novels.

Romance novels are the same thing as porn, but
targeted toward women, and remarkably lucra-
tive for the publishers. You see them every-
where; in the convenience stores, in the
Walmarts of the world. The males become "tar-
gets" - the goal for the woman is to "land" or
"catch" a suitable mate. Instead of the man
wanting to bed as many ladies as he can, and in
as many pleasing (to the man) positions as pos-
sible, there is a lady wanting to "catch" a suit-
able man, and hopefully learning more about
how he really is in the process.  Sure, it focuses
more on the relationships, but doesn't this
objectify the male character just as much as the
female character? These are fantasies just as
much as the male-dominated 'stories' or 'films'
are fantasies. However, they at least have the
pretense of having the readers care about the
fantasies and those characters involved.

Why can't we have more engaging fantasies
generally? Women of the world, raise your stan-
dards! If nothing else, that way you can talk
about the newest character developments in
your porn together with your significant other. 

~ jasmine pues

What’s Your Fantasy?
a girl’s commentary on pornography
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Standing 5 feet tall with blue eyes and bleach
blonde hair, former Olympian and National
Figure Skating pairs champion, Tiffany Scott
can now add stunt double to her already
impressive resume. She appears as Amy
Poehler's skating double
in the comedy, Blades of
Glory.

In the movie, Chazz
Michael Michaels (Will
Ferrell) and Jimmy
MacElroy (Jon Heder)
are rival figure skaters
who get into a fight at
the World
Championship. They are
stripped of their gold
medals and are banned
from the sport for life.
After three-and-a-half
years they discover a
loophole which allows
them to compete togeth-
er in pairs figure skating.

"Right as I was going to
compete the short pro-
gram at nationals I got a
phone call in my hotel
room from the assistant
director asking if I was
interested in doing the
movie," Scott said.

From Nationals, she flew out to Los Angeles
where measurements of her face were taken,
such as the distance from her forehead to nose
and how far apart her eyes are.

The face measurements were taken so that
Poehler's face could be placed over Scott's dur-
ing the skating scenes.

In February, Scott went back for a week to learn
a routine with her movie skating partner Patrick
Hancock, Actor Will Arnett's double.

"It was hard because I'm a lefty and he's a

righty," she said. "We didn't have to do any-
thing hard but the few things I did learn I had
to do the opposite way."

Scott returned in July for seven weeks to LA to
practice and begin film-
ing. While she was out
there everything was paid
for including her own
apartment and a car. 

The first few weeks
involved practicing and
costume fittings.

"I was in hair and make-
up for two hours and
then I'd show the direc-
tors," Scott said. "They
would say 'No, that's too
much. We don't like it.
Try something else.' So, I
would go back and they
would try something else.
It was fun, but tiring."

Scott wasn't sure what to
expect and was nervous
to meet Poehler, but
when they did meet for
the first time, Poehler ran
over and gave her a hug,
thanking her for taking
on the role and told how
she admired her skating. 

"They really respected our skating and all of the
work we've done throughout our whole lives in
this sport as well at the same time we respect
their work too," she said.

On set, Scott was able to get to know the actors'
personalities.  "They were very down to earth
and just fun," she said. "They're people I could
be friends with if they lived near here." 

"Will Ferrel, he's just funny all the time. You
never know what's going to come out of his
mouth," Scott said.

D e l a w a r e ’ s  O w n
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P i e c e  o f  G l o r y
~ ky le rougeau

In the movie there is a hotel room scene where
Ferrell tries to apologize to Heder after hooking
up with his girlfriend. For three days Ferrell
was filmed in his underwear singing
Aerosmith's "I Don't Want to Miss a Thing" into
a fake phone.

"We went to watch them film that same scene
and he started making up songs," Scott said. 

"They didn't use the scene in the movie, but one
take, Will kept singing the characters name
Jimmy into the phone eating a Slim Jim and
there were wrappers everywhere."

Scott said she admired Ferrell and Heder's work
ethic because they were serious about their roles
and tried to improve their skating skills each
practice session. 

The movie was filmed at the LA Sports Arena.
Little marks were placed on the ice for the
actors to hit specific spots for camera angles.
Scott said during one of her scenes she and her
partner got their shot after two takes, but typi-
cally a scene is repeated numerous times over.

"We did a lift at the end of the Marky Mark
scene and there were about 100 people and crew
members there," she said. "And after the second
take the whole place started cheering. They
were happy we didn't have to keep doing it
over." 

Dirke Baker, who has known Scott for the
past eight years, is a skating coach. She
said Scott was perfect for the part because
Scott loves to act and is not easily embar-
rassed.

Baker visited Scott in L.A. where she visit-
ed the set. Baker said the arena was popu-
lated by dummies and extras for the audi-
ence. There were sections where extras
would come and fill in to make the audi-
ence appear full. She said it looks real dur-
ing pan shots, but if you look closely the
dummies are visible.

"It was kind of eerie," Baker said. "But we went
and sat in the stands one day and took pictures
with the dummies."   

Due to her movie role, Scott is eligible to join
the Screen Actors Guild. She said she would like
to do more acting in the future as an actress or
stunt double and plans to join the guild. The
movie has opened many possibilities since her
retirement from competitive figure skating in
2006.

On March 28, Scott attended the movie premiere
in L.A. where the blue carpet was rolled out for
the actors. She said the atmosphere was very
casual despite everyone dressing up for the
occasion. 

"After we went to an after party where there
was a huge buffet and open bar," Scott said. "It
was a gorgeous night so everyone was outside
and mingling."    

On March 31, Scott organized a movie screening
fundraiser at the Regal Cinemas at the People's
Plaza in Glasgow. All the proceeds benefited the
University of Delaware's collegiate figure skat-
ing team, which she is coaching this year. 

"It was really cool to have so many people that
we knew all at the same place for the same rea-
son," she said. "Everyone cheered when my
name came up in the credits." 
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~ wallace mckelvey

Grindhouse is a refreshing movie-going experi-
ence, resurrecting the "grind house" double fea-
ture format that faced extinction decades ago. It
straps its audience to the hood while blasting
through decades of clichéd characters, images,
and plot twists. The movie is split between ADD-
generation filmmakers Robert Rodriguez and
Quentin Tarantino with a few hyper-stylized faux
previews thrown in for good measure. In an age
of slick, hollow blockbusters and astronomical
ticket prices, Grindhouse packs a lot of babes,
booze, blood, and bullets for the buck.

Rodriguez's apocalyptic Terror Planet, the first of
the two features, follows a group of survivors try-
ing to survive a plague of zombies. A nerve
agent, released by the sufficiently badass Bruce
Willis, seeps from a darkly lit military base as a
radioactive fog. Havoc ensues as the gas leaves its
victims with an insatiable craving for flesh. The
motley crew of horror movie clichés includes
Cherry, a sarcastic go-go dancer, her ex-
boyfriend, a lesbian nurse and her recently
deceased son, a drunken barbeque chef, and the
one scientist with a cure for the infection.
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Rodriguez is piously dedicated to maintaining the
atmosphere of the grind house flick. The film is
scratched and pitted from "decades" of abuse at the
hands of clumsy "projectionists." A sex scene involv-
ing Rose McGowan and Freddy Rodriguez is miss-
ing. The implication is that, at one point, someone cut
it from the print for their personal stash.

Despite the existence of cell phones and modern
vehicles, Terror Planet is pure 1980s horror. The story,
characters, and dialogue would fit seamlessly in the
John Carpenter canon. One clear indication are the
numerous and inexplicable explosions. If it couldn't
be auctioned off after filming wrapped, old-school
directors (and Rodriguez) blew it up.

The only criticism that can be made of Terror Planet is
that it is all too familiar. If you've watched enough
cable, the style and situations are already etched in
your subconscious. While Rodriguez plays many of
the genre conventions for laughs and succeeds with a
few frightening scenes, the "homage" label tends to
sap a bit of the fun from the proceedings. Deviations
from the genre formula, like the film's conclusion, are
a welcome relief

Tarantino's Death Proof is a very different beast. It
presents Stuntman Mike (Kurt Russell), a psychotic
stuntman with a penchant for vehicular homicide.
Mike's an amiable guy who disarms with his assuring
smile, nostalgic stories, and incredible car. This teeto-
taler eating nachos at the end of the bar is really
scouting for his next victims. His car, you see, is
death proof. Mike can crash it through a brick wall at
100 m.p.h. and climb out unscathed. One of his ine-
briated victims assumes she'll arrive home safely in
the passenger seat of his Chevy Nova SS. 

But to benefit from Mike's death proof ride, he
explains, you really need to be sitting in the driver's

seat.
After witnessing the gruesome death of four girl-
friends, the audience is set up for another round of
murder. Mike has death proofed a new car, a '69
Dodge Charger, and is tailing a second group of
beautiful women. The friends are taking a break from
their movie shoot and are in Tennessee for a good
time.

Zoe, a stuntwoman, wants to play "ship's mast" using
a souped-up white '70 Charger. Three of them take
the car out for a joy ride, leaving the fourth, Lee,
behind with the car's sleazy owner. After Zoe takes
her dangerous position on the hood of the car, Mike
makes his move.

What follows is possibly the most thrilling car chase
since Bullitt. And if Tarantino's tale seems a bit
misogynistic, the film's twist arrives at just the right
time to remedy that. The film's finale is one of the
most satisfying of any in recent memory, as ass gets
kicked and the psychopath is revealed for the coward
he is when not behind the wheel of a fast car.

Tarantino is not as loyal to the '70s murderous car
thrillers he emulates. The references to Vanishing
Point, Duel, and The Car are obvious, but the director
isn't as confined to the style. With a larger production
budget, his car chases are elaborate and the actors are
convincing. Liberated from the fake scratches and
comic violence of Terror Planet, Death Proof could
succeed as a stand-alone film.

Rodriguez and Tarantino's distinctive styles work
well in contrast with each other. Whether the film is
loyal to its namesake is another debate altogether. On
its own terms, Grindhouse is an intensely entertaining
movie, the kind which never gets made on this scale
today. The film is worth the price of admission, even
if the asses of its audience are sore at the end.
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Black Book, a harrowing true story of the battles
between the German Gestapo and the Dutch
Resistance in World War II Holland, adds an innova-
tive touch to the war-film genre of the 40s.  It adroitly
sidesteps the depressing melodrama that trammels
most Holocaust films, while maintaining a fast-paced
flux.

Director Paul Verhoeven's (Basic Instinct) depiction of
war centers on 1944 Holland.  The war has reached
its final days, but the Nazis remain engaged in
oppressive subjugation of the civilian population,
especially wealthy Jews.  Rachel (Carice van Houten),
a Jewish singer, is a clever gal who uses her street
smarts to survive while separated from her family.
After her Christian host-family's safe house is
destroyed, she seeks to find another safe place to wait
out the war.  Through an unreliable source, she finds
a promising escape route in which other Jews, includ-
ing her family, can leave the country by boat. 

Without warning, a Nazi boat discovers the refugees.
Everyone aboard the boat, including Rachel's family,
is gunned down in a bloody massacre. Rachel dives
into the canal, narrowly avoiding the deadly ambush
and floats in the water until the Germans depart.
After the gruesome death of her beloved family, she
is smuggled back into town by several members of a
Dutch Resistance cell.  Her identification papers are
altered and her black hair is dyed an Aryan blonde
for easier assimilation into the community.  In a tense
scene aboard a train, she meets the amiable Nazi
Ludwig Muntze (Sebastian Koch, The Lives of Others),
an officer in the Dutch Security Service. 

In an effort to deal with her family's loss, Rachel com-
mits her efforts to the Resistance. But things go terri-
bly wrong when a handful of men from the
Resistance are taken prisoner after being caught hid-
ing weapons in a vegetable truck.  In order to rescue
them, Resistance leader Gerben Kuipers asks Rachel
to go undercover and further her relationship with
officer Muntze in order to get the inside scoop.  The
problem is Rachel and Muntze become emotionally
involved, distracting each other from their wartime
duties.  Ultimately they are catapulted into compro-
mising scenarios, not knowing who to trust.

As events tighten and secrets are revealed, double-
crossing becomes the norm.  Social values and

national interests are frequently blurred as all parties
pursue victory, often using treachery and inhumane
tactics.  This film highlights the reality of the war: a
seemingly never-ending cycle of mistrust, secrecy,
and bloodshed. 

Black Book brings the cinematic glamour of old war
movies back to the screen, with superb acting by
Carice van Houten reminiscent of Ingrid Bergman in
Casablanca.  It also pushes the envelope with some
sexploitation, but the film handles the material in a
realistic manner. Houten changes her character to fit
each circumstance, which delights and even stirs
overwhelming sensation. 

Sebastian Koch brings appeal to a difficult character:
a Gestapo officer who is likeable, primarily because
of his inquisitive character and family losses in
wartime.  Koch stunned audiences with his poignant
performance in The Lives of Others, and does nothing
less with this role.  Throughout the movie, you may
even find yourself quietly hoping to see Koch and
Houten on screen together for longer periods of time.
The two are made for each other, and their explosive
onscreen chemistry yields magnificent moments.

From a modern perspective, Black Book is not neces-
sarily a blatant anti-war statement. It is a depiction of
the choices that one must face in war to survive. It is
a memoir of the pain and burdens one may have in
the memory of war. The film seems to achieve excel-
lence by rejecting social commentary and blame,
while allowing the audience to see that any side can
be ruthless, given the right amount of power and
provocation. Black Book compiles an emotionally
charged and thought-provoking analysis of the
human condition and the will to survive. 

~ james adams smith
Black Book: a harrowing true story



Edgar Wright and Simon Pegg, who developed Shaun
of the Dead, explore similar comedic territory with Hot
Fuzz. After eviscerating the zombie flick, they set
their sights on the buddy cop movie. Most entries in
the genre border on self-parody already, so Fuzz
unwittingly widens its net to include elements found
in every action film.

Protagonist Nicholas Angel (Pegg) is London's finest
cop, with an arrest record 400 percent higher than
any other officer. Recognizing Angel is making them
look bad, his superiors decide to transfer Angel to the
picturesque village of Sandford. With a nonexistent
personal life—he has replaced his girlfriend (masked
crime scene investigator Cate Blanchett) with a peace
lily—and no way out, Angel reluctantly leaves.

After 5 minutes in Sandford, Angel has unknowingly
arrested his bumbling partner Danny (Nick Frost)
and a gaggle of underage drinkers. Once again,
Angel's dedication to his job ostracizes him from
everyone, leaving Danny as his only acquaintance in

Sandford. And when townsfolk start dying in elabo-
rate accidents, Angel begins to suspect something is
awry in crime-free Sandford. 

Hot Fuzz is exponentially funnier than most of the
recent spoofs to come along (the lobotomizing Scary
Movie franchise) in recent years. Rather than being a
series of tenuously connected skits, Fuzz has an actual
plot. Comparing Fuzz to its predecessor, Shaun of the
Dead, reveals a few of the new film's shortcomings. 

Shaun could have only been written by someone with
an undying love for Romero's undead adventures.
Wright, director, and Pegg, star, wrote an engaging
and gruesome zombie story, weaving jokes into a
fresh incarnation of a familiar plot. They spoofed the
genre, but didn't skewer it. 

Their latest collaboration seems like a comedy in
search of a coherent plot. If anything, Fuzz is too rem-
iniscent of a Lethal Weapon sequel. The supporting
characters in Fuzz are barely thumbnail sketches, not
the fleshed out characters which populated Shaun.
When the townsfolk reveal their true intentions, it
doesn't quite fit their characterization. The only vil-
lain who is truly believable is the creepy grocer
Simon Skinner (former Mr. James Bond Timothy
Dalton), but the foreshadowing is too obvious. 

Fortunately, the comedy in Hot Fuzz is still fresh.
Even if some of it is derived from British stereotypes,
Wright knows how to set up his jokes and maintain
their potency. Pegg and Frost's characters continue
the dynamic of their counterparts in Shaun of the
Dead. Angel questions whether he is too serious, but
ends up accepting his faults and, with the help of
Danny, lightening up.

The action scenes are interesting in their own right,
separate from the flicks Fuzz is spoofing. And the
money shots are hilarious and irreverent: kicking a
shotgun-toting grandma in the mouth, a high noon
showdown Man with No Name-style, and a bad guy
impaled on the spire of a miniature mansion.

Hot Fuzz is flawed in its pacing—the action is
crammed into the last half hour—and character
development, but so are films like Lethal Weapon. The
film gets the important things right, though. It keeps
the laugh quotient high and delivers the thrills more
effectively than your average action flick.

~wallace mckelvey
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If you remember the early- to mid-nineties with a
nostalgic fondness, this band has probably pro-
gressed from your fourth grade CD collection to iPod
status, and maybe even to your favorite playlist. In
my case, I grew up with Third Eye Blind playing in
any electronic music device I owned. The catchy
drifts and impossible-to-follow lyrics seduced my
ears from elementary school through to college. My
dream finally came to fruition when a friend extend-
ed a concert invite to me, which later led to my
delighted reception of the fateful e-ticket. However,
the responses from friends tended to fall into two cat-
egories: "I am so jealous I love them!" and "They're
not dead?" So, for the record, no they are not dead.
And before I delve into the emotional experience that
is Third Eye Blind in concert, here's a quick recap for
those who identify with the latter response.

Third Eye Blind is probably best known for their first
album, which was self-titled, and released in 1997.
"Semi-Charmed Life" struck the popularity high-
chord with audiences; personally, I memorized and
recited the lyrics at a naive age where being "face
down on the mattress" was simply a sleeping posi-
tion. Their second CD, Blue, was released in 1999,
which is an unusually long pause between album
releases. "Deep Inside of You" was a heartfelt piece
whose title girls romanticized and guys perverted.
Their third and most recent release was the album
Out of the Vein (2003), featuring songs such as
"Crystal Baller".  However, despite the time it takes
them to come out with new albums, Third Eye Blind
seems to have an extremely loyal fanbase; and the
successful release of their best hits, titled A Collection,
in 2006 succeeded in reviving the obsession among
some of the skeptics. 

Now I must admit I was a bit nervous about attend-
ing the show. I had never been to this particular
venue, and I worried that the crowds and standing-
room-only seating, might take away from the per-
formance and lead to some personal injuries of the
crowd-surfing sort. 

However, once I arrived, I was more than impressed
with the House of Blues. It was contained within the
Showboat casino in Atlantic City, which was an easy
indoor walk from the five-dollar parking in the casi-
no's garage. Inside the House of Blues there was a
balcony for the people who preferred to pay extra for
seating, and then there was a chill, lounge-like feel to
the lower level. After the opening act, a band named
The Upwelling, Third Eye Blind entered into a swarm
of cheering, sweaty fans of ages that literally ranged
somewhere from fifteen to fifty.

They played with the emotional angst that you
would expect such vivid songs to induce. Stephan
Jenkins (lead vocals, guitar) carried the emotional
vibrancy beyond words into actions as his body
seemed to lurch and arch in rhythmic motion, pos-
sessed by the powerful beats. Although some band
members have been dropped and others added
throughout the years, Stephan Jenkins interacted
with the rest of the band with the comfortable harmo-
ny of a foot sliding into the grooves of a well-worn
sandal. Jenkins was active and entertaining, taking
moments to pause and interact with the crowd, as
well as leaving us with numerous well-timed pauses
before song climaxes. As the crowd screamed, so did
Jenkins. As we yearned for more, he kept us waiting
just a bit longer until the final chord rang with the
bittersweet completion of an astounding melody. 



The entire band played like professionals, but inter-
acted with each other and the audience on a far more
humbled basis. At one point, they slid couches onto
the stage, and played a song or two in a leisurely
manner that somehow still encapsulated the pro-
found sensations their songs are meant to arouse.
This personal approach made the more serious songs,
such as "Slow Motion," present an additional, more
intense, poetic depth to the words being sung. 

Meanwhile, the crowd complemented the perform-
ance so perfectly that it
seemed to morph into its own
musical accompaniment. Of
course, the audience con-
tained its share of drunken
fans, moderately successful
crowd surfers, and the occa-
sional whiff of plants being
smoked, but Jenkins took it in
stride. He reached out to a
girl who was crowd surfing,
pounded fists with the typical
alpha male fan, and even
touched an older woman's
hand while presenting her
with a drumstick. I was able
to make it to the front where I
was so close that I could see
his sweat and dimples. As I
strained to jump beyond the
barriers between my mortal
body and the immortal stage,
I was in an ecstasy that noth-
ing (not even the numerous
drugs which influence their
lyrics) could induce.

By the end, one of the band's guitarists jumped off
the stage to get closer to the fans. He also allowed
audience members to touch his guitar (until
inevitably one douchebag attempted to grab it, caus-
ing the guitarist to rescind his kind offer). Stephan
Jenkins reached out his hand to the audience mem-
bers as well, and I'm sure that if creative strategy
would have enabled the drummer to get closer to the
crowd, he would have obliged in a heartbeat. After
the crowd's maniac insistence that the show continue,
the band returned from their departure to play a few
additional songs. 

Not only that, but after leaving the stage and insist-
ing that the show was complete, the band caved in
and returned to please the crowd with more songs
that were as enthusiastic and sincere as the first ones
played. They played all of their most well-known
songs from the first through to the third CD, and
they added a taste of some songs that were to come
with the release of their fourth album as well. It was
evident that Third Eye Blind appreciated the audi-
ence as much as we appreciated them.    

From start to finish, the show was
above and beyond any fan's highest
expectations. They played an exten-
sive set, listened to audience requests,
and assured me that my money was
well-spent. They played songs in a
calculated but random order, opting
to surprise their audience rather than
to follow strict chronological organi-
zation. While all the songs were phe-
nomenal, some of the ones that stuck
out were definitely "Semi-Charmed
Life", "Slow Motion", "Motorcycle
Drive By", and "How's it Gonna Be".
Naturally, these were all my favorite
songs before I went to the concert so
hearing them live just amplified my
appreciation. 

"Slow Motion" was a song I had
never heard before, and after hearing
it live, I was blown away. The inten-
sity in the lyrics, combined with the
raw emotion captured in Jenkins'
expressions, provided a moving
foundation for listening to the song.
It now consistently assumes "repeat"

status on my iPod.  Overall, the only complaint that I
heard regarding the concert was that Third Eye Blind
songs on CD just wouldn't be the same because they
were incomparable to the experience of seeing them
live. With so many artists relying on special effects
and dance routines to add fluff to their marginal
musical abilities, it was refreshing to see a show that
maintained its focus on the music. And as if that was-
n't enough, I was permitted to bring my digital cam-
era into the show, providing me with beautiful pho-
tos and sound clips to add color to my memory of the
truly memorable night. It was the best concert I've
ever attended.
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You may have missed that
Fight Club the novel is a piece
of haunting, disturbing bril-
liance by just watching the
movie.  However, you do not
have that luxury with Palahniuk’s
fifth novel, Lullaby as it remains un-
adapted.  So read it.

Lullaby centers around a premise even more divorced
from reality than Fight Club.  Here, a reporter by the
name of Carl Streator is assigned to investigate
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) - a soft news
scare tactic to keep readers hooked to the series.  His
interviews reveal that with near dead child lies a col-
lection of poems for children, open to page 27.  

The poem on page 27 is an ancient Zulu culling song,
a song meant to thin out the population in times of
plague and famine.  This poem kills if you read it
aloud.  This poem kills if you think it.  Streator begins
to kill as he recites it in his head, willing his neighbors
silent and passersby gone.

Horrified and fascinated by his terrific discovery,
Streator quickly realizes that the ability to kill so easi-
ly should not be a widely-known secret.  In seeking to
remove page 27 from every copy of that children’s
book, he teams up with a very Palahniuk cast.

Helen Hoover Boyle, a real estate agent who special-
izes in turning around haunted houses, has already
discovered the quiet power of the culling song.
Oyster, the sort of hippy who passed up nonviolent
protest for the alter of anarchy, wants the culling song
to purify civilization.  Poor Mona, Helen’s assistant
and a part-time Wicca, follows along.  The vile John
Nash, a paramedic, only cares to use the culling song
to sate his necrophiliac urges.  These extreme and
often unappealing characters only compliment
Lullaby’s strange plot.

Palahniuk has mastered the progression of utopia and

dystopia writing.  He
leads you down a

road, hanging you off
of his words,
demanding your
blind endorse-

ment.  Until sud-
denly you shake
off his illusions
and wonder

how you could
sympathize with

such characters. His
writing questions morality

- your morality.  If you laugh,
are you as unsavory as the characters?  If

you disagree with his conspiracy-theory thinking, are
you part of the problem?  If you believe this story,
are you gullible?

As in his other writings, he has the ability to turn
your own perceptions of your own life inside out.
Palahniuk writes, “You turn up your music to hide
the noise. Other people turn up their music to hide
yours. You turn up yours again. Everyone buys a big-
ger sound system. This is the arms race of sound.”
Now do you have to question music?

It is the blend of absurd philosophy with a disturbing
possiblity, the darkly funny with the repulsive that
binds this novel together.  Lullaby combines elements
of paranoia, mythology, journalism, morality, mixed
perspectives, conspiracies, and the ever present
themes of the destruction of humanity.

The brilliance of Palahniuk’s word weaving does not
completely flesh out all of his ideas.  There are defi-
nite unexplored paths and unresolved issues
throughout the book.  Time is hazy and the future is
grim.  Classic Palahniuk.

So, don’t expect answers or any sort of satisfying con-
clusion.  Palahniuk’s tendency to leave the story
open, the characters unresolved, and the chaos
untamed only continues in this novel.  Readers will
leave with more questions than answers in all likeli-
hood, but if you’re a “it’s the journy that counts” sort,
that’s all well and good anyway.

Overall the novel is smart and engaging enough to
read in one sitting.  It’s more than worth the read,
particularly if you enjoy a book that stays with you
once you’ve put it down.

~ kimberly coles

Lullaby
Chuck Palahniuk
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Ever wonder about the local bands in and around

Newark?  Here's your chance to meet two bands

from the Newark area that are trying to succeed in

the ever-changing music industry.

Dan White, Phil Stanley, Renny Kane, and Matt

Zucco make up the quartet that is Stone City.

"We combine strong song-writing and a bunch of

elements, concentrating on sound not style,"

Stanley said.

The band was formed in the fall of 2005 and has

been creating what they refer to as "psychedelic

rock" ever since. Their songs combine a lot of

musical elements and the band often experiments

with different sounds.

"Way Out Here" has guitar solos reminiscent of

bands of the 70s, and White's voice is raspy but

sounds more mature than some singers twice his

age.

All four of the members are University of

Delaware students. Three of the members met in

high school. Kane, the bass player, was added as a

member to Stone City in 2006.

Each member of the band is self-taught and all

have been playing their instruments for several

years.

The band names several musical influences that

continue to inspire them including, The Doors,

Jefferson Airplane, Grateful Dead, The Byrds, and

Neil Young. Each of these musicians' and groups'

impact on the band can be heard in Stone City's

music.

The band released their first album 1000 Colors in

2006. Fans of the band can purchase copies of the

album off of Stone City's myspace profile.

An ultimate goal of the quartet is "to end the

media saturation that has occurred over the past

few years within the music industry," White said.

Stone City hopes to use their talent and music to

bring good music back into popularity.

When asked what the best thing about being a

member of a band has been for White, he said,

"Being in a musical unit with people on the same

wavelength and accomplishing what has always

been in your head."  

Stanley and White also mentioned the amount of

respect they now receive from other members of

local bands and from students on campus that see

them play live or hear their music on the internet as

a perk to being in Stone City.

Neither Stanley nor White could think of a nega-

tive aspect of being a band member.

"I would rather be playing guitar than doing any-

thing else," Stanley said.

The band is currently working on their second

album titled On Leaf, though they have been

recording and mixing the album for over a year,

"We've been taking a lot of time to make it really

good," Stanley said.

White hopes to have the album done sometime this

year.

Check out Stone City's myspace to hear their music

at: www.myspace.com/stonecity1

~ jessica eisenbrey
k n o w  y o u r  l o c a l  b a n d s
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Stranded On Third consists of five members: Derrick
Hale, Dave Loose, Justin Shaw, Adam Alexander,
and Richie D.  

The quintet writes pop/punk songs drawing from
numerous influences such as, Mineral, The Get Up
Kids, A New Found Glory, Darkest Hour, NoFx, and
The Movielife.

"For Lack Of Better Words," from the band's first
album, sounds similar to Saves The Day circa the late
90s and can be heard on Stranded On Third's
myspace profile.  

"We write music that we like to share with other peo-
ple, and if they like it, that's great." Hale said. "But
we're not making music to sell records." 

The band formed in October 2003 and was signed to
Tried By Fire Records, an independent record label
based in Dover, Delaware, in June 2006.  The label
has worked with bands from Maverick Records,
Victory Records, Militia Group Records, and
Doghouse Records.

Hale, Loose, Shaw, and Richie D. have all been mem-
bers of Stranded On Third since 2003, while
Alexander was added in 2006.  All of the members of
the band were friends beforehand.  Hale and Loose
are both former members of local Delaware bands X-
Large and Small Wonder.

Though no members of Stranded On Third
are current students at UD, Hale is a former
student who quit school to focus more time
and energy on the band.

The remaining members of the band also
quit their respective schools and jobs to ded-
icate all of their time to Stranded On Third.

"There's nothing else we would rather do,
and we took this as a now or never situa-
tion," Loose said.

The band recently finished a three month
tour with Arms of Orion of Abacus Records

and Driving East of Militia Group Records for the
month of February.

Being on tour can lead to several downsides of being
in a band, Hale said.

"There's the smells of the tour van, the fights, won-
dering where you'll eat, Richie's loud noises, and
pranks between bands," Hale said.  "But the tour was
incredible, and we made a lot of new friends."

Though there are negative aspects of being a member
of Stranded On Third, "the drawbacks are a small
price to pay to hang out with your friends all the
time," Loose said.

"We were all friends before we were a band," he said.
"And we're all doing it for the right reasons." 

Since the tour finished in March the band has been
hard at work on a new album.

Stranded On Third usually play on campus at least
once a semester so be sure to check them out live as
they are known for their energetic and entertaining
shows.

Also, head over to the iTunes music store to purchase
the band's EP This One Goes Out To You or listen to
new songs on their myspace at: 
www.myspace.com/strandedonthird 

~ jessica eisenbrey
k n o w  y o u r  l o c a l  b a n d s
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